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Abstract:- Optical Character Recognition by using Template 

Matching is a system prototype that useful to recognize the 

character or alphabet by comparing two images of the alphabet. 

The objectives of this system prototype are to develop a 

prototype for the Optical Character Recognition (OCR) system 

and to implement the Template Matching algorithm in 

developing the system prototype. This system prototype has its 

own scopes which are using Template Matching as the algorithm 

that applied to recognize the characters, characters to be tested 

are Early Tamil Brahmi letters, grey-scale images were used, 

using .PNG image format with 53 x 53 image size and recognizing 

the characters by comparing between two images. The purpose 

of this system prototype is to solve the problem in recognizing 

the character which is before that it is difficult to recognize the 

character without using any techniques and Template Matching 

is as one of the solution to overcome the problem. Python3.5 is 

the software tool that was used in developing the system 

prototype. There are a few processes that were involved in this 

system prototype. The processes are starting from the 

acquisition process, filtering process, threshold the image, 

clustering the image of alphabet and lastly recognize the 

alphabet. All of these processes are very important to get the 

result of recognition after comparing the two character images.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Optical Character Recognition is the process whereby 

typed or printed pages can be scanned into computer systems, 

and their contents recognized and converted into machine-

readable code [1]. Template matching is one of the Optical 

Character Recognition techniques. Template matching is the 

process of finding the location of a sub image called a 

template inside an image. Once a number of corresponding 

templates is found their centres are used as corresponding 

points to determine the registration parameters. Template 

matching involves determining similarities between a given 

template and windows of the same size in an image and 

identifying the window that produces the highest similarity 

measure. It works by comparing derived image features of the 

image and the template for each possible displacement of the 

template. The Optical Character Recognition (OCR) 

applications are very important in many fields. Some of the 

fields which the OCR applications were used are such as in 

business, banking, government, travel industry and hotel 

industry. In the business, the OCR applications are used for 

data entry automation for ordering entry and file folder 

tracking of names and numbers. Besides, in government, the 

OCR applications were used for utility billing such as tax, 

water, fee, voting cards and license bills. Airline tickets and 

passports are also the OCR applications in Travel Industry 

field [2].  

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

The earliest OCR that was only converts or reads 

only English, modern language characters from an image 

.There is no system to read ancient Early Tamil Brahmi 

characters from an image. So to overcome this problem, 

Template Matching is one of the solutions that were suitable 

to implement in recognizing the optical character because of 

the simple algorithm that was used.  

 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The main drawback of the existing system is that it translates 

only modern languages [1][2]. The main idea of our proposed 

system is that applying image processing techniques [5] for this 

translation process and create the basic methodology for 

translating the Early Tamizh Brahmi characters. 

• To convert the inscription Tamizh letters  into 

modern form. 

• To reduce human power.  

• To reduce conversion process of inscription fonts to 

Modern fonts. 
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4. METHODOLOGY 

 

The usage of image processing methods has following 

modules, 

• Data Collection and Training dataset 

• Input Image Pre-processing 

• Image segmentation 

• Implementation of Template Matching 

• Implementation of CNN 

4.1. Data collection and Training dataset 

   

Tamizh scripts have various transformation in its 

Character representation. In this data collection process 

involves only characters from early Tamizh Brahmi 

Characters 

 

4.2. Input Image Pre-processing  

 

The importance of the pre-processing stage of a character 

recognition system lies in its ability to remedy some of 

the problems that may occur due to some of the factors. 

Thus, the use of pre-Processing techniques may enhance 

a document image preparing it for the next stage in a 

character recognition system. 

 

• Binarization 

• Noise Removal 

 

4.2.1. Binarization 

 

The Binarization Method converts the grey scale image (0 

up to 256 gray levels) in to black and white image (0 or 

1). The result of character recognition highly depends 

upon the binarization. The high quality binarized image 

can give more accuracy in character recognition as 

compared original image because noise is present in the 

original image. (Figure represent the first alphabet in 

Tamil language அ in the form of Early Tamil Brahmi 

character) 

 

 

 4.2.2. Noise Removal 

  

Noise is random variation of brightness or colour in an 

image that can make the text of the image more difficult 

to read. Certain types of noise cannot be removed in the 

binarization step, which can cause accuracy rates to drop. 

 

 

4.3. Image segmentation 

Image segmentation is the process of partitioning 

a digital image into multiple segments (set of pixels, also 

known as super-pixels). The goal of segmentation is to 

simplify and/or change the representation of an image into 

something that is more meaningful and easier to analyse. Here 

the segmentation phase is done by Thresholding method. This 

is very basic segmentation algorithm used for portioning the 

character from an image. (Figure shows the portioned Early 

Tamil Brahmi character in an image modern form of that 

character is ஈ ) 

 

4.4 Implementation of Template Matching 

 Firstly, the character image from the  detected 

string is selected.  

 After that, the image to the size of                      the 

first template is rescaled.  

 After rescale the image to the size of                 the 

first template (original) image,                    the 

matching metric is computed.  

 Then the highest match found is stored. If the image 

is not match repeat again the third step.  

 The index of the best match is stored as the 

recognized character.  

 

4.4.1 Template Matching Approach 

Template matching models were developed as an 

answer to the problem of object recognition, and they 

incorporate at least implicitly the idea of similarity 

comparison. The representations assumed by template 

models carry much more detailed information about stimulus 

structure than do the element representations just described. 

These models are usually applied to spatially extend visual 

objects, and their representation can be thought of as being 

spatially organized. The central concept behind the template 

matching algorithm is reference points. Reference points are 

points at the center of spatial regions in 3-D space. For this 

particular system, the regions were defined as an x, y, z center 

point, and three distance values, one for each axis. By 

alternately adding and subtracting the distance values along 
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the appropriate axis about the center point, a region in the 

shape of a cube is formed. A possible alternative would be to 

define a point and a radius, and subsequently describe a 

sphere as the region. The origin for the coordinate system is 

defined to be the center of the subject's right shoulder socket. 

Since the data from the wrist tracking sensors is normalized 

to this origin, it is relatively easy to determine which 

reference point region the sensor is in at a given moment. 

Reference point regions are defined to correspond to the 

locations of the sensors when gestures are executed. Also, by 

negating the right/left axis value for the center point, a 

symmetric set of regions is defined for the left hand sensor.  

   

4.4.2 Filtering Image  

  

Filtering is one of the processes in image processing 

before further steps are taken. Filtering is a process by which 

unwanted substances are removed from a mixture of 

elements, thus leaving useful material behind. Filtering also a 

technique for modifying or enhancing the image. There are 

many types of filtering the image. Some of the filtering types 

are such as the minimum filtering, maximum filtering, 

median filtering, average filtering and others. All of them 

have their own algorithm.  

Some of the algorithm that was applied in the technique is 

such as below:  

  

Average filtering technique algorithm  

  

  
  

Overall, the filtering technique that used by using 

average filtering algorithm is counting the average values of 

the image from each window to another window. The 

windows are called N x N .This calculation is using the 

changes concept of the windows to process the image. So that, 

the filtering of the image is using the algorithm as above to 

filter the image.N2 means the total of pixels in each window 

which called as W. The maximum and minimum filters are 

two order filters that can be used in filtering the image. The 

maximum filter selects the largest value within an ordered 

window of pixel values, whereas the minimum filter selects 

the smallest value.  

  

 

4.4.3 Threshold Image 

  

The second process after filtering the image is the 

threshold technique. There a lot of techniques for threshold 

the image such as the minimum  threshold, 

 maximum  threshold, median threshold and the 

average threshold.  

  

Threshold technique is the technique that used to 

transform a grayscale image into a binary image which is 

using (1 or 0) values. A  

threshold is set which each pixel is compared to other 

pixels. If the pixel is greater than or equal to this threshold, it 

is outputted as a 1.Otherwise it is outputted as a 0.Threshold 

converts each pixel into black, white or unchanged depending 

on whether the original color value is within the threshold 

range.  

  

  
The algorithm that shown as below is the algorithm 

that was used to threshold the image. This algorithm is called 

average threshold technique. The average threshold technique 

is based on the average value of the image. Every point is the 

pixels value of the image. The value of each point is added 

and it divided by the number of points that is counted for each 

image. This is important to get the threshold value of the 

image which is 0 and 1.  

  

  
Other techniques for threshold the image are 

Maximum threshold, Minimum threshold and Median 

threshold. All of them also have their own algorithm. 

Maximum threshold technique is based on the maximum 

value of the image, while the minimum threshold technique 

is based on the minimum value among all of the pixels in the 

image.   

  

  

Maximum and Minimum threshold technique algorithm:  

  
Median technique is the threshold technique that counts the 

median value of the pixel in the image.   

  

  
x in the algorithm above is refers to the value of the image 

and it will be count until getting the median value among all 

the pixels in the image.  

  

6. RESULT 

  

This system works flawlessly without hassle. The Main 

advantages of this system is to create a basic OCR 

requirements and extract the ancient Tamizh characters 

from image by using image processing. 

 Hence it works only for early Tamizh Brahmi letters from 

AD2-AD4. Further  research is continue on this system to 

scale it up further and to add more features that enables to 

the language analysts/translators to  carry out further more 

information about ourselves 
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